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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Learning activities and exercises 

A range of different learning activities are provided throughout this Learner Booklet. You 

may be required to discuss topics, do some research or undertake actual practice tasks.  

Learning exercises may also be included. These exercises do not form part of your 

assessment; however, completing these exercises will give you the opportunity to 

practise your skills and check your knowledge prior to starting your assessments. 

 

Activity   
This is the icon for activities. These contribute to 

Assessment Task 1.  

 

 

Exercise 
This is the icon for exercises. They do not contribute to 

assessment of this unit.  

 

Glossary 

At the end of this Learner Booklet you will find a blank table called ‘Glossary’. You should 
use this to write down all the acronyms and terminology that you come across during your 

learning. 

This unit is VU21462 Explore community options. 

Throughout this unit we will be exploring aspects of your 

local community. We will learn about how to use transport to 

get to and from places in your community. We will also find 

out about activities, recreation venues and other places of 

personal interest. 

About 

this unit 
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THE LOCAL AREA 

 

Being a part of your community (your local area) can help you feel more settled and part 

of the daily life and activities of where you live.  

There are many interesting and useful community options to explore. Some community 

options can help you meet your personal needs and goals. Some community options help 

you join in with groups and recreation activities.  

Public transport can help you move around in your community, and it is a great way of 

getting from one place to another.  

During this unit we will learn about the different community options that exist. We will 

explore how to get to community options from your home.  

Once you have completed this unit, you should feel more confident about getting out and 

exploring your local community. 

 

Community: 

A particular area or place considered together 

with its inhabitants (Oxford Dictionary). 
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Exercise 1 

 Your trainer will put you into pairs. You are to interview your partner.  

You need to ask them the questions that are in the table below.  

Your partner will give you their answer. Write down what they tell you.   

If you are not sure about anything your partner says, you can politely ask 

them repeat themselves.   

Do you live in a house or a flat / unit? 

 

Do you play any sports or go to the gym? 
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Are you interested in music? If yes, what music do you like? 

 

What is your favourite place to visit in your community? 
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Using your personal details 

You should practise writing out and saying your address clearly. This will make it easier 

for other people to understand and help you.  

There is one very important reason why you need to know where you live and the area 

around you. If there is an emergency, you will need to call 000 and ask for either the 

police, fire or ambulance.  

The 000 operator will need to know where you live so the right people can get to you 

quickly. 

 

Exercise 3 

 Take turns with your partner to pretend to make a call to 000 because there 

is a fire in your kitchen.  You are to pretend your partner is the 000 

operator. 

Give your partner: 

 Your name 

 Your full address 

 The name of the nearest main road to your house (if you do not live on 

a main road). 

 

 

Do not call 000 from your phone when doing this activity. This is just a role 

play so you can practise giving your location. 

You should only call 000 in emergency situations – it is for fire, ambulance 

and police.  

 

 

 

Think carefully before giving out your address to people. Make sure you 

are giving it to someone who is safe and reliable, and not someone you 

have just met. You should also be careful about providing your information 

online to people. 

Remember that you will need to give your information to businesses to 

access services, such as banks, Internet and mobile phone providers. 
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Activity 1 

 
You are having a party at your house!  

Fill out the blank party invitation on the next page by writing: 

 the name of a friend you would like to come to your party 

 your name as the sender of the invitation  

 your street address  

 your suburb.  

When you are done, read your invitation aloud to your trainer.  

Your trainer will ask you some questions about your invitation and where 

you live.  

Make sure you: 

 Listen to their questions 

 Answer their questions politely  

 Ask them to repeat themselves if you do not understand the question. 
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COME TO MY PARTY! 

TO: 

 

FROM: 

 

STREET ADDRESS: 

 

SUBURB: 
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The language of location and direction is important when you are using a map.  

You can use phrases like the ones below to help give and receive directions. 

 Turn left 

 Turn right 

 Take the next street on the left 

 Take the next street on the right 

 Continue straight / keep going 

 Head north / south / east / west 

 Go around the roundabout 

 Turn before the… 

 Turn after the… 

 Look for the… 

 At the next set of traffic lights, you will turn left / right 

 

 

PREPOSITIONS OF PLACE 

 
The prepositions AT, IN and ON are often used to refer to places, but 

they can be confusing.  

AT is used for: 

 Public places and shops: We bought some bread AT the bakery 

 Specific places/points in space: Turn left AT the traffic lights 

 Addresses: She lives AT 72 Marcus Rd 

ON is used for: 

 Roads or other things that can be thought of as a line:  

The butcher shop is ON Main Rd 

I have parked my car ON John St 

IN is used for: 

 Geographical regions: We went 4-wheel driving IN the outback 

 Cities, towns: What do you like about living IN Seaford? 
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THE LOCAL TRANSPORT 

SYSTEM 

There are many types of transport that can help you move around in your local 

community.  

People often use public transport to get from one place to another. This can be cheaper 

and easier than driving a car, and it is much better for the environment too! 

Some people also enjoy riding a bicycle to get around the local area. You are allowed to 

ride a bike on a bike path or on the road. 

Modes of transport 

It can take some time to learn about your local transport system. There are many different 

options, depending on where you live. You might use: 

 Bus 

 Train 

 Tram  

 Taxi 

 Car 

 Bike 

Each of these transport options has advantages and disadvantages (good things and bad 

things).  
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LOCAL RECREATION OPTIONS  

Many people enjoy recreation activities. There are lots of different sorts of activity that 

you can choose from.  

Recreation options 

Recreation options include: 

 Team and group activities – classes, team sports and group exercise or shared 

activity programs. 

 Individual activities – activities you do on your own, such as walking, cycling or 

running. 

Some families enjoy doing recreation activities together. They see recreation as 

something that can help them socialise and enjoy time together as a family.  

Some families prefer to do their own recreation activities, with each person doing 

something different.  

Here are some examples of people who enjoy different types of recreation activities: 

Matisse enjoys visiting the local library with her young daughter. They go to the story 

time activity together. Afterwards, Matisse borrows some books to take home and read 

with her daughter. 

 

Paul likes to go jogging with his friend, Pasco, each weekend. They meet at the park 

and jog for about half an hour. After they have finished their exercise, Paul and Pasco 

like to have a chat while they do some stretches. 
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ROCK CLIMBING ACTIVITY PERMISSION FORM 

Your child has been invited to attend a rock climbing activity with  

Bembrook Holiday Program 

Date March 30 

Time 10am–4pm (drop off is 30 minutes before the activity and pick-up 

is 30 minutes after it ends) 

Location Central Ave Rock Climbing 

Cost $25.00 

Transportation By mini bus (provided) 

Notes Children attending must bring a water bottle and wear sneakers 

and sports clothing (track suit or long shorts and Tshirt).  

Children will be directly supervised by qualified climbing 

instructors at all times when they are at the climbing gym.  

Please return this permission slip by 16 March  

 

I give permission for my child Bernard Higgens 

to attend the rock climbing activity 

Enclosed is $250.00 

to cover the cost of the trip. 

In case of an emergency, I give permission for my child to receive medical treatment. In 

case of such an emergency, please contact: 

Name Mrs Higgens 

Address 09 456 8000 

Phone 14 Smith Road  

Parent/Guardian Signature Bernard 

Date 14 May 
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Assessment Task 1: Learner Booklet activities 

Task summary 

You are to complete all learning activities in your Learner Booklet. 

Resources and equipment required to complete this task 

 This Learner Booklet 

 Access to textbooks and other learning materials 

 Access to the Internet and computer 

 English-English dictionary 

 Bilingual resources (if required) 

 A pen. 

When and where do I need to complete this task? 

 This task may be done in class or in your own time as homework (where applicable). 

 Your trainer/assessor will provide you with the due date for this assessment. 

What do I need to submit? 

 Your completed Learner Booklet. 

Instructions 

 This is an open book assessment – you can use textbooks or other learning 

resources for help. 

 You must complete all activities correctly. 

 You must complete the tasks as instructed in the activities. 

 Talk to your trainer/assessor if you feel you need help. 
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Assessment Task 2: Community services activity 

Task summary: 

Task summary: 

You are going to visit a number of places in your local community with your trainer and 

class.  

As part of this task you will take public transport and will use maps/timetables. 

When you are at the community places, you will gather information and learn about how 

these places might help you in your everyday life.  

What you need: 

 Your learner booklet 

 Bilingual or English – English dictionary 

 Myki card with funds available and your concession card (if applicable) 

 Maps/timetables for the local area 

 Drink bottle, snack, money (as requested by your trainer) 

 Comfortable walking shoes 

 Notebook and pen for note taking 

What you need to submit: 

 A summary page about one community service activity or venue using the template 

provided 

 A summary page about one recreation activity or venue using the template provided. 

 A copy of the map/timetable showing the route you are taking for each trip 

When you will do this task 

 You will plan the trips in the classroom. 

 You will go on the trips with your class on the planned dates. 

 (If you are not able to attend, your trainer will discuss arrangements for you to do this 

task at another time).  

  



 

 

TRAINER AND ASSESSOR 
GUIDE 
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INTRODUCTION 

This document is to be used as a guide to marking the assessment tasks required for this 

unit.  

This document outlines the instructions provided to learners for each task and 

accompanying sample/benchmark answers and any relevant instructions for trainers/ 

assessors.  

Assessment tasks 

This unit is assessed in the following ways: 

Assessment Task Overview 

Assessment Task 1: Learner Booklet 
activities 

Learners are to complete all activities in their 
Learner Booklet. 

Assessment Task 2: Community 
visits 

Students will plan a trip with the class and 
trainer/assessor and visit a number of venues in the 
local community. They will then complete a 
summary and reflection page for two venues.  

Assessment Task 3: Portfolio Students will collect items listed in a checklist and 
show and explain them to the trainer/assessor. 

Documents required for this unit 

 This Trainer and Assessor Guide, which includes: 

— guidance to trainers/assessors on how to approach the assessment process (see 

below) 

— benchmark responses to each assessment task/activity 

— further classroom exercises (or suggestions where extra exercises may be 

appropriate)  

— mapping of assessment tasks to unit of competency requirements (see the end of 

this booklet). 

 PowerPoint slides: 

— each unit will have at least one PowerPoint presentation  

— the ‘notes’ section for each slide provides further information about learning 
content to be discussed and when  

— ensure learners have a copy of the presentation to follow. 
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 The Learner Booklet, which is to be provided to learners and includes: 

— learning content  

— classroom exercises 

— assessment activities.  

 The Assessment Record Tool, which contains the Assessment Record Checklists 

that the trainer must complete in order to record the outcome of each task. 

Before administration of the assessment 

 You must read and ensure a complete grasp of all components of this unit. 

 Review all documents provided for this unit. 

 Read the extra guidance at the activities in Assessment Task 1 for further tips around 

classroom discussion/work. 

 Make sure all learners are given the appropriate amount of time and support to 

complete all their tasks. 

 Talk to all learners (you may like to do this as a group or individually) and make sure 

they understand the following:  

— the date and time of assessment (or when assessments are due) 

— where they will do the assessments 

— expectations in terms of task requirements and levels of competency 

— any reasonable adjustments that need to be made in relation to the process 

conducted by the RTO 

— policies/processes for appeal of assessment outcomes. 

 Ensure learners are ready to undertake each activity in their workbook and their 

assessment tasks – check that they have understood the learning and feel ready to 

move to the assessment tasks. If you feel a learner is not ready or not confident, 

provide them with further support and recap the areas of learning that are proving to 

be a challenge. 

 Read through the declaration on the Assessment Cover Sheet with each learner – 

make sure each learner understands the expected conduct in terms of assessment, 

and signs the declaration once they agree and state that they understand.  

 Make sure learners fill out the Assessment Cover Sheet with their name and the date 

they are submitting their assessment. Give them support to do this if necessary. 

 Show the learners the Assessment Record Checklists and explain that they do not 

have to do anything with these – tell them that this is where their results for each task 

are recorded. 
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ASSESSMENT TASKS 

 

Assessment Task 1: Learner Booklet activities 

 

INFORMATION FOR THE ASSESSOR 

Provide learners with the date of submission for this task. 

This task requires learners to complete the activities in their Learner Booklet to 
demonstrate that they understand the knowledge required of this unit. 

Please note that as the activities will be done in a class setting under the direction of 
the assessor, the guidance to assessing these tasks has been provided at each 
activity. 

Some learners may require scaffolding support to help them master new skills and 
understand key concepts. This support can be provided during examples and practise 
exercises and then can be reduced as learners become more skilled and confident.  

Most learners will benefit from multiple opportunities to practise in a real world context, 
using real transport, community and recreation documents such as flyers, 
advertisements, newspaper articles, maps, timetables and radio broadcasts. Students 
should be given many opportunities to practise using questions and listening to 
answers, using small group and paired activities as well as participating in whole class 
conversations if confident. Students can also benefit from making phone calls and 
asking questions of a guest speaker (this can be scaffolded if needed, such as by 
writing a script prior to the conversation).Although one trip into the community has 
been scheduled for assessment task 3, learners are likely to benefit from more than 
one visit, and may wish to plan extra activities or spend time participating in a 
recreation activity rather than simply visiting it.  

If learners complete any activities in this task incorrectly, or do not complete them at 
all, they will need to be given an appropriate time in which to resubmit. Learners should 
only redo activities that are incorrect; however, they will need to resubmit the entire 
assessment. Provide the learner with the date for resubmission. 

Record the outcome of this assessment in the Assessment Record Tool. 
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Task summary 

You are to complete all learning activities in your Learner Booklet. 

Resources and equipment required to complete this task 

 This Learner Booklet 

 Access to textbooks and other learning materials 

 Access to the Internet and computer 

 English-English dictionary 

 Bilingual resources (if required) 

 A pen. 

When and where do I need to complete this task? 

 This task may be done in class or in your own time as homework (where applicable). 

 Your trainer/assessor will provide you with the due date for this assessment. 

What do I need to submit? 

 Your completed Learner Booklet. 

Instructions 

 This is an open book assessment – you can use textbooks or other learning 

resources for help. 

 You must complete all activities correctly. 

 You must complete the tasks as instructed in the activities. 

 Talk to your trainer/assessor if you feel you need help. 
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Activity 1 

You are having a party at your house!  

Fill out the blank party invitation on the next page by writing: 

 the name of a friend you would like to come to your party 

 your name as the sender of the invitation  

 your street address  

 your suburb.  

When you are done, read your invitation aloud to your trainer.  

Your trainer will ask you some questions about your invitation and where you live.  

Make sure you: 

 Listen to their questions 

 Answer their questions politely  

 Speak clearly 

 Consider the pitch, tone and volume of your voice  

 Ask them to repeat themselves if you do not understand the question.  

Learners should correctly complete all parts of the party invitation, using their own home 
address and other details as requested of the invitation.  

Discuss party invitations and situations where this might be used. The trainer may ask the 
learner questions in order to meet other linguistic or cultural knowledge aspects as 
required or to meet other performance criteria such as identifying nearest major centre or 
position in the community. Learners should be encouraged to ask questions or seek 
repe3tition if they do not understand.  

(Note that there may be situations where learners prefer not to use their own address 
details for privacy or other reasons, and this should be discussed and respected by the 
trainer and alternative arrangements made for assessment of this task.  
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Assessment Task 2: Community services activity 

 

INFORMATION FOR THE ASSESSOR 

Provide learners with the date of submission for this task. 

For this assessment, learners will be required to attend a community visits excursion 
activity. 

It is at the discretion of the RTO/trainer as to whether these visits are undertaken on 
the same day or on different days.  

Facilitate a class discussion about the venues they wish to visit. You may like to draw 
on Activity 5 and the venues identified – you could get the class to vote on venues they 
would like to visit. 

Have a look at the requirements of the portfolio in Assessment Task 3 and see if you 
can organise visits to venues that will allow learners to gather information relevant to 
the items in the checklist.  

You will need to organise a visit to one community services venue, which might 
include:  

▪ health centre 

▪ council offices 

▪ maternal and child health 

▪ neighbourhood house 

▪ U3A 

▪ Probus club 

▪ Scouts or Guides 

▪ community festival or event 

▪ speaker at local library or librarian tour.  

You will also need to visit a recreation venue, which might include: 

▪ a swimming centre 

▪ recreation centre 

▪ private gym 

▪ archery club 

▪ riding club 

▪ yacht club 

▪ football ground 

▪ netball courts 

▪ athletics club. 

Note that learners are not required to participate in an actual recreational activity. The 
purpose of the trip is to familiarise themselves with recreation options in the local 
community that may be relevant to their everyday life. 

Discuss with the group during class time the public transport options that will be used 
and ensure everyone has a Myki with funds available. Ensure all learners have input 
and participate actively in discussions about the visits. 

Provide learners with copies of a map of the local area so they can input the route of 
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travel. They will need to print a copy of the map/travel route and submit this as part of 
their assessment. 

You can do this by getting learners to use the PVT Journey Planner or Google Maps. 
They will need to print out of the map/travel instructions and timetables to get to each 
venue and these with them during the trips for reference.  

During this assessment, you will need to make sure that learners are able to converse 
with people, including their classmates, yourself, those at the venue and anyone else 
they encounter during the trips. Learners should be demonstrating the ability to use 
appropriate listening and speaking skills when exploring community options, including: 

▪ speaking clearly 

▪ asking questions  

▪ thinking about how loudly/quietly they may be talking  

▪ giving people time to listen 

▪ listening carefully to others (for example, being quiet when someone at the venue 
is talking or when you are giving the group instructions or direction) 

▪ thinking about what they will say or how they will answer questions asked of them 

▪ being polite to everyone they encounter   

▪ showing interest in what they are learning and what others are saying. 

After each visit is complete, learners will need to complete each section in their 
workbook about the visit. This can be done as homework or in class time, but each 
learner needs to do this individually.   

If learners do not complete all parts of this task satisfactorily, they will need to be given 
an appropriate time in which to resubmit. Learners should only redo parts that are not 
correct or are missing detail; however, they will need to resubmit the entire 
assessment. Where learners have not demonstrated appropriate listening or speaking 
skills, you will need to make further arrangements for reassessment.  

Provide the learner with the date for resubmission. Record the outcome of this 
assessment in the Assessment Record Tool. 

Task summary: 

You are going to visit a number of places in your local community with your trainer and 

class.  

As part of this task you will take public transport and will use maps/timetables. 

When you are at the community places, you will gather information and learn about how 

these places might help you in your everyday life.  
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Introduction   

Assessment requirements  

This record tool is to be used to record the assessment decisions for VU21462 Explore community options. 

Assessment is based on a number of forms of evidence, as follows: 

▪ Assessment Task 1: Learner Guide activities 

▪ Assessment Task 2: Community visits 

▪ Assessment Task 3: Portfolio 

Recording assessment outcomes 

Use this Assessment Record Tool to record the outcomes of each assessment task related to this unit. Add any 
further comments about the student’s performance to the Assessment Cover Sheet for the relevant task. 

Marking Guide 

Refer to the Marking Guide for benchmark responses to written tasks and projects. 

Assessment Checklists 

Use the checklists below to record the outcomes of each task.  

Observation tasks (where applicable to this unit) will include guidance to expected performance as well as 
instructions to the assessor about any further assessment requirements. 

Record each task’s outcome on the Record of Assessment Outcomes at the end of this document. 
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ASSESSMENT TASK 1: LEARNER BOOKLET ACTIVITIES 

 Yes No Comments 

Did the student complete all activities correctly? (Please note which questions were answered 
incorrectly, if applicable.) 

   

If ‘no’ to the above, did you identify gaps in the student’s understanding and knowledge?    

If ‘yes’ to the above, what arrangements have been made for reassessment?   

Please add any feedback to the student about this task on the Assessment Cover Sheet. Keep a copy of the completed Assessment Task Cover Sheet.  

Please note any reasonable adjustments for this task below. 

Assessment Task 1 Outcome: Satisfactory     Not Satisfactory  Date:  

Trainer/assessor name:  Trainer/assessor signature:  
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Record of assessment outcomes: VU21462 

This section records the outcome of each task/assessment requirement so that the final assessment outcome 
can be determined for VU21462 Explore community options. 

The table below shows all the assessment requirements for this unit. Once the student has satisfactorily 
completed all requirements related to the unit, they can be given a Final Assessment Result of ‘Competent’. 
Final Assessment Results should only be recorded once all tasks have been attempted. 

Assessment Tasks 

Task Outcome 

Satisfactory (S) 

Not satisfactory 

(NS) Date 

Assessor 

initials 

Assessment Task 1: Learner booklet activities    

Assessment Task 2: Community visits    

Assessment Task 3: Portfolio    

Final Assessment Results Result (C/NYC) Date 

VU21462 Explore community options   

Student name: 

Assessor name: 

Assessor signature: Date:        /       / 
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HOUSEKEEPING

Work health & safety

Emergency procedures 

Session times 

Facilities 
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• Your trainer will put you into 
pairs. 

• You are to interview your 
partner.

• Ask them questions using the 
table in your workbook. 

• Listen to your classmate.

• Write down their answers.

INTERVIEW A CLASSMATE
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• Your personal location

• Major centres

• Local government areas

YOUR LOCAL AREA
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WHERE DO YOU LIVE?

address Phone number

suburb state

Local 

government 

areaS
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GIVING YOUR PERSONAL DETAILS TO 000

• The number for fire, police, ambulance is 000

• Call only in an emergency

• Give them your name

• Say where the emergency is happening

• Give the address and nearest main road or crossroad

• Give them your phone number

• Speak clearly S
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WATCHING VICTORIA

Let’s watch some videos 

about Victoria now.
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TRANSPORT OPTIONS

• Trams

• Trains

• Buses

• Taxis

• Many people have private cars, but is this always the best 
option?

• What other choices can you think of?S
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YOUR ASSESSMENT TASKS

Assessment Task 1: Learner 

Workbook activities

Assessment Task 2: 

Community visits

Assessment Task 3: Portfolio
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